THE CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
Participation rights: having an active voice

Article 4 (Protection of rights): Governments have a responsibility to take all available measures to
make sure children’s rights are respected, protected and fulfilled. When countries ratify the Convention,
they agree to review their laws relating to children. This involves assessing their social services, legal,
health and educational systems, as well as levels of funding for these services. Governments are then
obliged to take all necessary steps to ensure that the minimum standards set by the Convention in these
areas are being met. They must help families protect children’s rights and create an environment where
they can grow and reach their potential. In some instances, this may involve changing existing laws or
creating new ones. Such legislative changes are not imposed, but come about through the same process
by which any law is created or reformed within a country. Article 41 of the Convention points out the when
a country already has higher legal standards than those seen in the Convention, the higher standards
always prevail. (See Optional Protocol pages.)
Article 12 (Respect for the views of the child): When adults are making decisions that affect children,
children have the right to say what they think should happen and have their opinions taken into account.
Article 13 (Freedom of expression): Children have the right to get and share information, as long as the
information is not damaging to them or others. In exercising the right to freedom of expression, children
have the responsibility to also respect the rights, freedoms and reputations of others. The freedom of
expression includes the right to share information in any way they choose, including by talking, drawing or
writing.
Article 14 (Freedom of thought, conscience and religion): Children have the right to think and believe
what they want and to practice their religion, as long as they are not stopping other people from enjoying
their rights. Parents should help guide their children in these matters. The Convention respects the rights
and duties of parents in providing religious and moral guidance to their children. Religious groups around
the world have expressed support for the Convention, which indicates that it in no way prevents parents
from bringing their children up within a religious tradition. At the same time, the Convention recognizes
that as children mature and are able to form their own views, some may question certain religious
practices or cultural traditions. The Convention supports children's right to examine their beliefs, but it
also states that their right to express their beliefs implies respect for the rights and freedoms of others.
Article 15 (Freedom of association): Children have the right to meet together and to join groups and
organisations, as long as it does not stop other people from enjoying their rights. In exercising their rights,
children have the responsibility to respect the rights, freedoms and reputations of others.
Article 16 (Right to privacy): Children have a right to privacy. The law should protect them from attacks
against their way of life, their good name, their families and their homes.
Article 17 (Access to information; mass media): Children have the right to get information that is
important to their health and well-being. Governments should encourage mass media – radio, television,
newspapers and Internet content sources – to provide information that children can understand and to not
promote materials that could harm children. Mass media should particularly be encouraged to supply
information in languages that minority and indigenous children can understand. Children should also have
access to children’s books.

